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DESIRABLE ASSET CLASS 

There has seldom been a greater opportunity to acquire properties of this nature 
for a variety of factors: 

• European estates are being reclaimed, many for the first time in generations  

• Residences in exclusive international markets have a proven track record  
of long term appreciation metrics, greater than any other real estate class 

• Eight years of economic underperformance in many European countries  
has depressed real estate well below historical highs 

• The rates of decline are showing signs of reversing, with Italy in particular 
forecasting increases in 2017-18 for the first time in many years 

• Historically low interest rates offer 2 percent fixed-rate financing through 
Continuum’s banking relationships, providing financial flexibility in responding 
to new opportunities and delivering investor returns.

Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

Continuum Property is in the business of 
identifying, negotiating and improving coveted 

residential properties for a limited group of 
discerning investors. Historically significant 

residences are sourced as off-market 
distressed assets previously owned by 

generations of notable families.

The Business
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation for Specialty Markets
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ACQUISITION STRATEGY 

Continuum minimizes risk by securing properties with a 
disciplined set of parameters, among them: 

• Locate best-of-category residences in coveted location(s) 
within each destination 

• Feature exceptional architecture and historical elements 

• Have seldom been available for resale 

• Secure reliable team of design, legal, construction,  
marketing and operations professionals to maximize timeline 
and minimize risk 

• Prepare a fund attracting an international group of like-
minded investors

Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

PROGRESS TO-DATE 

In its first year, the company achieved the following benchmarks: 

• Acquired two flats in Florence, Italy for $8.25 million USD 

• Completed design, planning and permitting for first two 
properties as proof of concept 

• Received appraised renovated valuations of $17.4 million for 
these properties 

• Planned construction, now shovel-ready for these properties

The Business
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation for Specialty Markets
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WHY ITALY? 

Our initial focus on the Italian real estate market was predicated 
on a number of economic and "access" factors. 

Distressed pricing. The Italian real estate market remains 
depressed despite recoveries in many of the Northern European 
real estate markets. There are more than a few reasons for the 
poor performance of the Italian real estate market since the 
financial crises, but the largest overhang has been a banking 
system that has been frozen with 250 billion of non-performing 
loans. Recently the Italian government has injected 30 billion in 
"bailout" funds for a handful of banks. The current discussion is 
for an additional 175 billion in funds to clear the banking system. 
This would provide significant stimulus to both business and real 
estate. 

Exchange rates. The past two years have seen very attractive 
exchange rate levels for US dollar buyers of Euro assets. From a 
peak of 1.63 to a dollar to most recently dipping below 1.05 to 
the dollar. 

Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

During this period the Euro has been trading in a range of 1.05 
- 1.15. Given the EU economic performance and recent 
discussions of a pullback in QE, it looks as if there is a good 
chance that this two year trading range will be broken and the 
Euro will establish a new higher range at 1.15 - 1.25. 

Interest rates. Since the financial crises, interest rates have 
trended lower to levels never before seen. It would appear 
given the Federal Reserves recent activity ( the Fed often leads 
other world central banks) that we have seen the lows for 
interest rates and the trend going forward will be higher (albeit 
the rise is likely to be gradual). 

Through relationships built over many years the principals of 
Continuum have access to portfolios of "off market" properties 
in Italy. Many of these properties been previously unavailable to 
outside buyers. Both economic and generational factors have 
recently combined to create an opportunity to acquire and own 
some of the premier properties in the world.

The Business
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PROPERTY NO. 1 

• Located on the corner of famed 
Piazza Tornabuoni, the preeminent 
shopping street of Florence, Italy 

• Near the historic Tornabuoni Chapel 
in the church of Santa Maria Novella, 
famous for its frescos created by 
Domenico Ghirlandaio between 1485 
and 1490 – just before this property 
was built.

PROPERTY NO. 2 

• Located near The Basilica di Santo 
Spirito, one of the preeminent 
examples of Renaissance architecture 

• On Via Spirito, adjacent to Via Maggio, 
Florence’s premier antique dealers 

• Near The Pitti Palace on the south 
side of the River Arno 

• A short distance from the famous 
Ponte Vecchio.

Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

Continuum Property Premier:

Palazzo Vecchio

Uffizi Gallery

Duomo

Ponte Vecchio

Pitti Palace

The Business
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Considered the heart of Florence, a replica 
of Michelangelo's David stands in front of 
the palace and the Nettuno fountain.

Palazzo Vecchio: 10 min. walk

Uffizi Gallery art museum holds 
world’s finest collection of 
Florentine Renaissance art.

Uffizi Gallery: 7 min. walk
The oldest bridge in Florence, 
believed to have existed here in the 
Roman times.

Ponte Vecchio: 5 min. walk
Former residence of grand-dukes and 
Kings of Italy, now houses museum in a 
magnificently decorated historical setting.

Pitti Palace: 5 min. walk

The Cathedral (Santa Maria del Fiori) or simply 
"Duomo" is Florence's tallest building and the city's 
most famous landmark. This massive Gothic 
cathedral dominates the skyline of Florence and is 
generally considered to be the centre of the city.

Duomo: 15 min. walk

PROPERTY NO. 1 

• Located on the corner of famed 
Piazza Tornabuoni, the preeminent 
shopping street of Florence, Italy 

• Near the historic Tornabuoni Chapel 
in the church of Santa Maria Novella, 
famous for its frescos created by 
Domenico Ghirlandaio between 1485 
and 1490 – just before this property 
was built.

PROPERTY NO. 2 

• Located near The Basilica di Santo 
Spirito, one of the preeminent 
examples of Renaissance architecture 

• On Via Spirito, adjacent to Via Maggio, 
Florence’s premier antique dealers 

• Near The Pitti Palace on the south 
side of the River Arno 

• A short distance from the famous 
Ponte Vecchio.
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Secured at less than half of appraised values,  
Continuum’s first two properties represent historically  

significant value in the heart of Florence.

Continuum Property Premier:The Business
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Property No. 2 
In the Oltrarno quarter

Via Santa Spirito

circa 1575

4305 Sq. Feet

4 Bedrooms |  4.5 Baths

Property No. 1 
Piazza Turnobuoni


Via Terme

circa 1326


6700 Sq. Feet

4 Bedrooms | 4.5 Baths

Continuum Property Premier:The Business
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Circa 1326, the 6700 square foot residence features 
historically significant period frescos.

Four bedrooms, 4.5 baths, seamlessly renovated 
with state-of-the-art comfort amidst grand history. 

Property No. 1
Piazza Turnobuoni 
Via Terme 
circa 1326 
6700 Sq. Feet



Located at the corner of  
the famed Piazza Turnobuoni  
on Via Terme, the Villa  
is located in one of Italy’s 
most coveted areas.


Property No. 1



A spectacular example  
of skilled artisans of the era, 
the residence is undergoing

an historic update




Historic craftsmanship 
will be preserved while 
amenities will align 
with 21st century

comfort



The Grand Salon includes 30’ ceilings of frescos,

trompe l’oeil murals, coved ceilings, and sophisticated  
hues throughout its architectural detail.





Flooring will feature ancient petrified 
wood excavated from Venetian Bricole, 
the towering piles of oak and chestnut 
excavated from the sea, that help to 
characterize the typical architecture and 
landscape of the lagoon city. Used 
through centuries for the foundations of 
buildings, the construction of 
breakwaters, wharfs and quays, they  
now become the valuable raw material 
from which our artisans create an 
exquisite collection of wooden floors.



Colors, textures and design elements

highlight the residence’s rooms that

can only be described as exquisite.



20’ ceilings, multiple archways and balustrades 
influence the unique sense of serenity in this 4 

bedroom, 4.5 bath residence.

The residence features a 
Master bedroom overlooking 

Santo Spirito gardens.

Property No. 2
The Oltrarno Quarter 
On Via Santo Spirito 
circa 1575 
4305 Sq. Feet



Located near the Basilica 
Santo Spirito, the Pitti 
Palace and the River Arno

Property No. 2



Hallways and archways

and elegant simplicity of the

environments characterize 

the architecture of the

Renaissance residence.




Symmetry, proportion and 
geometry are demonstrated in 
timbered ceilings, coffered 
ceilings, corbels and balustrades

featured in this quintessential 
example of european architecture.




PROPERTY No. 2 
Flooring will feature ancient petrified wood excavated from Venice. The Venetian Bricole are the 
towering piles of oak and chestnut excavated from the sea, that help to characterize the typical 
architecture and landscape of the lagoon city. Used for centuries for the foundations of 
buildings, the construction of breakwaters, wharfs and quays, they now become the valuable 
raw material from which our artisans create an exclusive collection of wooden floors.



A coveted element features a 
master suite opening onto the 
formal Santo Spirito garden.
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FOUNDER 

Founded by entrepreneur Graham Kos, Continuum is 
uniquely qualified to identify, purchase, improve, operate 
and divest legacy residential properties. Kos is a visionary 
whose background includes national and international 
commercial and residential real estate.  

Known for his ability to sense trends and get ahead of 
them quickly and efficiently, he has proven talent sourcing 
and securing opportunity properties. A seasoned 
professional whose background mastered traditional 
development in buy low / sell high models for specialty 
market sectors that included:  

• Upscale restaurant clubs in downtown Denver and 
San Francisco opened as leading edge destinations 
while urban cores were being planned through public/
private sector development 

• Lofts in San Francisco’s south-of-market area 
developed and sold on the cusp of second city center 
in technology and mixed-use medical center booms 

• A collection of 14 high-end private residences 
purchased and operated in 7 countries immediately 
shot to the world’s top-rated destination club.

EXPERIENCED INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS 

Graham Kos, Chief Executive Officer 
• Luxury residential developer 
• Entrepreneurial record of success 

Giulio Palma, General Counsel 
• International real-estate & tax specialist 
• Licensed attorney in U.S. and Italy 

Will A. Roberts, Chief Financial Officer 
• Private equity investor and seasoned 

C-level executive 
• KPMG Corporate Finance/London 

Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

The Business
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ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING 

Continuum Property’s bespoke design company was 
formed with experienced local professionals and 
craftsmen to provide reliable turn-key development pace. 
Through its construction subsidiary Stedo SRL, 
Continuum has assembled a talented team of 
professionals capable of handling all aspects of design 
and development, bringing these functions “in house” 
with an eye toward both controlling quality and cost.  

Through its local relationships with master 
environmental design, engineering, interior design, 
and construction oversight, Stedo has sourced 
the very best artisans tasked with the directive of 
producing an unrivaled finished product on time 
and on budget. In final form the Continuum flats 
will be amongst the very best in the city.



Located at the corner of famed Piazza Tornabuoni and its internationally elite retailers, 
Property No.1 opens to a massive main salon featuring 30 foot original floor to ceiling frescos 
dating to the golden age of the Florentine art form.  

A careful balance of historic quality is juxtaposed with 21st century comfort in this elegantly 
open floor plan. High tech lighting, radiant heated and cooled flooring, wireless security, 
internet, and family/media room enhance each of the spaces designed to combine comfort 
and unparalleled elegance. 

The stunning oversized kitchen equipped with Boffi materials and appliances features an 
original Murano glass chandelier over its central island. Two en suite bedrooms and two 
master suites are appointed with large open "spa" style bathrooms, also designed by Boffi.   

A private chapel being meticulously converted into a private wine cellar tops off the exquisite 
environment of this residence located steps away from one of Italy’s historic piazzas.

The Business
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation for Specialty Markets

Corner of Piazza Tornabuoni & Via Terme
circa 1326
6700 Sq. Feet
4 Bedrooms | 4.5 Baths

Property No. 1



Located on Via Santo Spirito
circa 1575

4305 Sq. Feet
4 Bedrooms 

4.5 Baths

Located in the Oltrarno quarter and the Basilica di Santo Spirito, known as one of the 
preeminent examples of Renaissance architecture.  

Opening onto the formal Santo Spirito gardens, this classic palazzo features a contemporary 
floorplan that maximizes the rectangular space it occupies. After entering via the grand 
staircase or elevator, communal rooms are positioned to the left with bedrooms and an 
additional living room to the right. The open plan contemporary kitchen greets visitors  
with an executive office across the walkway. 

The communal space features the open plan Boffi kitchen, formal dining room, formal living 
room and informal family parlor space with media facilities. Four en-suite bedrooms are 
located in the South wing, each with its own spa-style Boffi bathroom with contemporary 
styling and European furniture and hardware. 

Property No. 2

The Business
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6,600 sf  |  30-ft ceilings  |  12 rooms  |  Cost: $867/sf
Rare Properties Secured for the Discerning Investor

Marketing & Operations
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation

Direct Experience 

• Assembled & developed portfolio of 14 luxury residences in 7 countries. 
• Strategic planning, marketing and operating destination club, Solstice, 

generating almost $100M in sales and ranked number one in each of its first 
three years of operating for high net worth individuals. 

• Sales and marketing private residences in the only resort in the world to 
achieve four Forbes Five-Stars rating nine years in a row (Sea Island, Georgia). 

• Development strategy, marketing and sales of 55-acre island in the Bahamas 
for ten private owners. 

Continuum Strategy & Structure  
• Source rare, distressed properties in quintessential locations before they are 

available to consumer markets 
• Maximize investment by responsibly managing development, design, 

marketing, operation and divestment timing of each asset 
• Establish a team of professionals with superior international skills in legal, 

banking, design, construction craftsmanship, time management, marketing 
and operations 

• Take reliably to market with superior execution and right-timing 
• Superior operational standards prepared and implemented with white glove 

management services appropriate to each divestment circumstance.

Timing  
• Align acquisition and divestment with favorable economic times 
• Begin in EU while Euro remains soft and available assets are superior  

Divesting  

Identify | Buy | Develop | Divest or 
Identify | Buy | Hold | Divest  

Investor Circle  
• Invite a successful group of private equity and international professionals into 

Continuum’s circle – people with an appreciation of legacy investment and rare 
residential real estate consistent with the business’ foundational philosophy 

• Consistently support and participate in building a fund secured for timely 
acquisitions while also enjoying the use of the assets until divestment. 

Continuum Markets  
• Quiet wealth audiences with a taste for experiential history, an appreciation of 

superior experience and confidence in global real estate cycles 
• Place value in the certain practical aspects of superior experiences and responsible 

management of international residences 
• Appreciate real estate cycles and timing of associated divestment.

Master Development, Marketing & Operational Expertise



Continuum Property
USD' Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 Total

DEVELOPMENT BUDGET Via Termi Santo Spirito Total
Development costs
Purchase price 5,830,000       2,420,000       8,250,000         8,250,000         8,250,000     
Registration fee 116,600          145,200          261,800            261,800            261,800        
Legal costs 50,000            38,000            88,000              88,000              88,000          
Notaio fee 58,300            22,200            80,500              80,500              80,500          
Developer fee 134,540          86,100            220,640            220,640            220,640        
Real estate commission 116,600          48,400            165,000            165,000            165,000        
Permits 90,000            78,000            168,000            168,000            168,000        
Appraisal 20,000            15,000            35,000              35,000              35,000          
Transfer tax 58,300            96,800            155,100            155,100            155,100        
Construction 1,072,000       1,162,122       2,234,122         186,177            186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177          2,234,122     
Total development cost 7,546,340       4,111,822       11,658,162       9,610,217         186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177    186,177          11,658,162   
Operating costs -                
Condo association fee 21,000            15,450            36,450              3,038                3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038        3,038              36,450          
Insurance 10,250            6,250              16,500              16,500              16,500          
Utilities 6,200              4,900              11,100              925                   925           925           925           925           925           925           925           925           925           925           925                 11,100          
Total operating costs 37,450            26,600            64,050              20,463              3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963        3,963              64,050          
Disposal -                
Sales price 11,546,790     5,811,750       17,358,540       17,358,540     17,358,540   
Sales commission (346,404)         (174,353)         (520,756)           (520,756)        (520,756)       
Net sales price 11,200,386     5,637,398       16,837,784       -                   -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            16,837,784     16,837,784   
Total dev and operating costs (7,583,790)      (4,138,422)      (11,722,212)      (9,630,679)       (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)        (11,722,212)  
Net cash receipts/payments 3,616,596       1,498,976       5,115,572         (9,630,679)       (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   16,647,644     5,115,572     

FINANCING
Net cash receipts/payments (9,630,679)       (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   16,647,644     5,115,572     
Funding
Owner Carry -                   -                 -                
Developer equity received/(repaid) 3,250,000         (3,250,000)     -                
New equity rceived/(repaid) 5,000,000         (5,000,000)     -                
Preferred return on all equity of 8% (660,000)        (660,000)       
Developer fee (30% of profit after pref) (1,239,793)     (1,239,793)    
Bank loan interest (105,000)        (105,000)       
Bank loan received/(repaid) 3,500,000         (3,500,000)     -                
Profit available for distribution 2,119,321         (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   2,892,851       3,110,778     
Profit returned to Equity (3,110,778)     
Net overall cash for period 2,119,321         (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (190,139)   (217,927)        6,221,557     
Closing cash 2,119,321         1,929,181 1,739,042 1,548,903 1,358,763 1,168,624 978,485    788,345    598,206    408,067    217,927    -                 -                

Equity cashflows (8,250,000)       -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            12,020,778     
Internal Rate of Return 42%

Summary Option A: Purchase/Renovate/Divest 
The financial below illustrates summary economics behind a buy/sell strategy.  
All architecture, engineering, contracts and permits are finalized. Construction 
begins September 1. Assumptions on sale price come from appraisals(*) ‘as 
complete’ taken from the plans as presented for entitlements. All amounts are 
quoted in dollars and assume a 1.10/1 euro to dollar conversion. 

Marketing & Operations
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation

*Available upon request



Summary Option B:  Purchase | Renovate | Hold | Divest 
The financial below illustrates the economics of a buy and hold strategy. It is contemplated 
based on market conditions that include pricing, availability of financing, interest rates, tax 
considerations, etc. The company may elect to hold certain properties over time. Any 
properties that are held by the company will be available for use by our limited investment 
group. Terms of access are more fully described in the companies operating agreement.

Marketing & Operations
Acquisition  |  Design  |  Renovation  |  Operation

Investor Returns and CashFlow

Property #1 Sep'17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Upfront investment (5,500,000) -             -             -             -             
Repayment of capital -             3,025,000  -             -             -             
Tax losses -             656,208     335,352     309,354     252,467     
Preferred Return -             -             -             -             -             
82 days of "free" access -             229,600     236,488     243,583     250,890     
Profits distributed -             -             -             -             -             
Disposal of real estate -             -             -             -             -             

Net annual cash (5,500,000) 3,910,808  571,840     552,937     503,357     

Property #2 Sep'17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Upfront investment (2,750,000) -             -             -             -             
Repayment of capital -             1,375,000  -             -             -             
Tax losses * -             93,526       67,880       56,372       43,647       
Preferred Return -             -             -             -             -             
41 Days "Free" access -             -             81,293       83,732       86,243       
Profits distributed -             -             -             -             -             
Disposal of real estate -             -             -             -             -             

Net annual cash (2,750,000) 1,468,526  149,173     140,104     129,890     

Combined cashflow (8,250,000) 5,379,334  721,013     693,041     633,247     
IRR 32%

Investor Returns and Cashflow
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